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Amazon Driver Drops Young Thug. Colorado Dems Fight
Against Semi Auto Gun Ban, Pistol Brace Court Update
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House Democrats in Colorado have been on
a gun control free for all, treading down the
God given rights of Coloradans. However,
the Colorado House Dems have jumped the
shark and passed a semi-automatic gun ban,
so now they are facing opposition from a
coalition of Colorado Senate Republicans
and Democrats slowing their gun grab
extravaganza.

I have said this before, but it bears repeating, the ATF is nothing more than a lawless political arm of
the security state and the gun control lobby. They create rules to bankrupt free Americans who deign to
live freely and within their God given rights to buy, sell, keep, and bear arms. The pistol brace rule is a
prime example. We are going to give a brief update on the court battle.

And Special Delivery, our 2A For Today Modern Militiaman spotlight is on Cleveland Ohio where an
Amazon delivery driver dropped a couple of young thugs and put an end to their crime spree. He
packaged them up for delivery to the authorities. It’s nice when companies take care of the shipping
and handling. Especially when its some excellent gun handling.

You’re watching 2A For Today, my name is Zoe.
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Subscribe to the New American
Get exclusive digital access to the most informative,

non-partisan truthful news source for patriotic Americans!

Discover a refreshing blend of time-honored values, principles and insightful
perspectives within the pages of "The New American" magazine. Delve into a

world where tradition is the foundation, and exploration knows no bounds.

From politics and finance to foreign affairs, environment, culture,
and technology, we bring you an unparalleled array of topics that matter most.
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